The debate over facial recognition technology usually centres on two conflicting views: facial recognition is good for catching criminals, versus mass surveillance is an invasion of privacy.

But intriguingly, another core concern around the technology was raised recently by London University Cass Business School senior lecturer, Janina Steinmetz, in a recent article on the academic website *The Conversation*. The article title sums it up: 'How cameras in public spaces might change how we think.'

Steinmetz\'s research has led her to believe that constant face recognition surveillance could affect not only how we behave, but also alter how our brains work.

This may not necessarily be a bad thing -- Steinmetz points out that pervasive camera observation can change us for the better. For example, she says: "Research has shown that when observed, people donate more to charity and wash their hands more frequently to prevent transmitting diseases."

The benefit of this is very clear at a time of global virus pandemic (and biometrics' wider role in fighting the coronavirus is highlighted throughout this issue of *BTT*).

But Steinmetz also describes more sinister traits her research has uncovered. When people know they are observed by mass surveillance cameras, they see themselves through the eyes of the watcher. In doing this, she says, people perceive themselves as if under a magnifying glass and as a result, their own actions feel magnified.

This can have negative results. "We found troubling thought patterns when people were observed," she writes. "We asked volunteers to take a test, in which they inevitably gave some wrong answers. Those volunteers who were observed during the test thought they had given more wrong answers than unobserved volunteers, although in reality there was no difference between the two groups.

"For the observed volunteers, their errors loomed larger in their minds. The same happened when we surveyed badminton players after team tournaments. Those players whose teams lost, thought they were personally responsible for the loss to a larger extent when more spectators had observed them play."

Steinmetz concludes: "We do not know yet what this magnifying glass effect means for people\'s thoughts and feelings in the long run. Feeling that one\'s errors and failures loom large might hurt one\'s self-esteem. Small digressions might seem more serious. We are only beginning to understand some of the psychological consequences of increased observation. These effects on people\'s thoughts and feelings might linger, even long after the camera tape has been erased."

It\'s a concern about mass facial recognition surveillance that cuts across whichever position you take on the 'catch criminals' versus 'protect privacy' question. It may be that the impact of constantly being watched, not just by facial recognition cameras but perhaps also the likes of social media, Alexa, Google, targeted ads and smartphone tracking, could be altering our personality and thought processes.

• Janina Steinmetz\'s article can be viewed at <https://theconversation.com/how-cameras-in-public-spaces-might-change-how-we-think-132537>.
